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Qubit cross talk and entanglement decay

J. S. Pratt and J. H. Eberly
Center for Quantum Information and Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Rochester, Rochester, New York 1

~Received 27 April 2001; published 17 October 2001!

We study the decohering effect of qubit-qubit interactions on entanglement. Modeling such qubit cross talk
by nearest-neighbor exchange interactions, we explore the Heisenberg spin chain as a system in which deco-
herence occurs dynamically, and we obtain an analytic description of the process. We find expressions for the
short-time and long-time transfer and decay of entanglement in a long chain, and examine the role of entangle-
ment propagation as a decoherence mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Qubit entanglement is an important resource for quan
computing.1 One fundamental challenge is to generate s
cific forms of entanglement, such as entanglement betwe
selected pair of particles; another challenge is to avoid
influence of decoherence. Here we are interested in bot
these challenges in the context of qubit interactions withi
qubit array. Some qubit-qubit interactions may be complet
managed by external manipulations and thus play a pos
role in information processing and transfer, but it has to
expected that spontaneous, unmanaged interactions will
occur among the qubits. Such uncontrolled interactions
affect entanglement directly, leading to generalized diffus
of entanglement, usually best characterized simply as de
but sometimes also involving spontaneous creation of
tanglement. These processes can corrupt the calculations
quantum computer.

Similarly, proposals for quantum teleportation2 and quan-
tum cryptography3 often require that an entangled qubit pa
be shared between ‘‘Alice’’, the sender, and ‘‘Bob’’, the r
ceiver. If these qubits experience interactions with their
vironment, then the entanglement between the qubit pair
degrade, reducing the fidelity of the teleportation or comm
nication. In such a situation the entangled pair and the e
ronment may be considered as a qubit array.

To study the influence of qubit-qubit interactions, whi
we will refer to as entanglement cross talk, we employ
model in which cross talk occurs dynamically rather th
stochastically. The understanding of stochastic influen
such as thermal excitations is certainly important, but
action of qubits on each other via deterministic exchan
interactions may be at least as significant as thermal no
and more so in qubit assemblies where low temperatures
maintained. A number of specific qubit configurations ha
been proposed for various purposes, but none has bee
duced to full-scale operating practice as yet, so rather t
examine any specific prototype, we prefer a model that m
be useful in understanding the influence of cross talk
entanglement in general.

Such a model is the Heisenberg spin chain~HSC!, which
has been studied for many years and whose dynamical p
erties are well known.4 It can be considered as a system
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interacting qubits, and it serves as a simple paradigm
studying the evolution of entanglement in a system subjec
deterministic disruption of established entanglement
nearest-neighbor cross talk. We show that, at least in
HSC model, such decay of entanglement is subexponent
slow. The qubit crosstalk also causes the entanglemen
flow along the spin chain, while deterministic decoheren
causes the slow decay of this polarized entanglement cur
This raises the possibility that Alice and Bob might exchan
entanglement by means of the spin chain itself. The qubit
the HSC may be identified with a two-level electronic tra
sition in an atom or with an exciton, or a nuclear or molec
lar spin, or any other two-state physical system that c
couple to neighboring systems.

II. HSC MODEL

The Heisenberg spin chain consists of a linear lattice w
N sites. Each site is occupied by a two-state quantum sys
and we follow convention and adopt the nomenclature a
notation of quantum angular momentum, treating each tw
state system as though it were a spin. Given two orthogo
basis statesua& andub& at each site, a conventional represe
tation of the spin operator components takes the form

Sx5
1

2
~ ua&^au1ub&^au!,

Sy5
i

2
~ ua&^bu2ub&^au!,

Sz5
1

2
~ ub&^bu2ua&^au!. ~1!

It is easy to check that the Cartesian components ofS defined
in this way satisfy the conventional commutator relations
dimensionless angular momentum:@Sx ,Sy#5 iSz , etc.

The Hamiltonian may then be written as

H52\g(
i 51

N

Si•Si 11 . ~2!
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Hereg.0 is a coupling constant with dimensions of inver
time, andSi is the spin operator for thei th spin. In the case
of a closed chain we haveSN11[S1 ~periodic boundary con-
ditions!, while in the case of an open chain the upper limit
the summation must be replaced byN21 ~free boundary
conditions!.

The Hamiltonian~2! commutes with the totalz-spin op-
erator Sz[( i 51

N Si
z , and therefore the eigenstates of t

Hamiltonian have a specific number of spins flipped w
respect to a reference state in which all spins are aligned
choose as such a reference stateuf&, defined as the state wit
all spins down, i.e.,

uf&[uaa•••aa&, Szuf&52
N

2
uf&, ~3!

where ua& denotes a down spin andub& will denote an up
spin. This state is an element of the degenerate subspa
ground states of the Heisenberg model. We will call the s
space in whichSz52N/211 thesingle-excitationstates, al-
though the states have varying energies and at least one
state is degenerate with the ground state~the model is gap-
less!. Single-excitation states have particularly simple wa
functions. If we letum& denote a state in which the spin
site m is up and all others are down, i.e.,

um&[uaa•••abma•••aa&, ~4!

then the energy eigenfunctions spanning the single-excita
subspace are

ucl&5
1

AN
(

m51

N

e2p ilm/Num&, ~5!

for a closed chain, wherel is a quantum number rangin
from 0 to N21. The energiesEl of these states are

El1
N

4
\g5\gS 12cos

2pl

N D[\vl , ~6!

where the constant term2N\g/4 is the energy of the refer
ence state. In the evolution of entanglement on the ch
inclusion of the ground-state energy simply contributes
fixed phase shift, which we will usually omit. The\vl’s are
the energies with respect to the reference state; we will r
to them as the chain energies. These results are usually
rived via the Bethe ansatz.5

III. QUBIT CORRELATION

The primitive quantity relevant to entanglement cross t
in the qubit array is the single-excitation migration functio
This is the quantum amplitude for finding an inverted sp
displaced byr units to lattice sitei 1r from initial site i after
a ~dimensionless! time t[gt. If we define spin raising and
lowering operatorsSi

6[Si
x6 iSi

y acting at sitei, we can write
the migration amplitude as a correlation, which we deno

C~r ;t![^fuSi 1r
2 ~t!Si

1~0!uf&, ~7!
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for any i and~integral! displacementr. HereC(0,t) is simply
the autocorrelation amplitude.

Since the Hamiltonian commutes with the total spin o
erator, the unitary evolution of this state will not take it o
of the single-excitation subspace, and therefore we
propagate it using the ‘‘restricted’’ propagator

U~ t f ;t i !5 (
l50

N21

e2 ivl(t f2t i )ucl&^clu. ~8!

Thus the migration amplitude is

C~r ;t!5^fuSi 1r
2 U~ t;0!Si

1uf&

5^ i 1r uU~ t;0!u i &5
1

N (
l50

N21

ei (2prl/N)2 ivlt. ~9!

As expected, the result does not depend on the sitei at which
the spin was originally inverted or on the sitei 1r which we
examine at timet, but only on the distancer between them.
A global phaseeiNt/4 due to the ground-state energy2 1

4 N\g
has been omitted.

The correlation can be evaluated approximately in
long-chain limit by converting it to an integral. After makin
the change of variablesz52pl/N, approximating (N
21)/N'1, and recalling the definition~6! of vl , we have

C~r ;t!→ e2 i t

2p E
0

2p

eirz1 i t coszdz5e2 i t1 ipr /2Jr~t!,

~10!

whereJr(t) is the ordinary cylindrical Bessel function. Fig
ure 1~a! shows the behavior ofuC(r ;t)u2 as a function of
time t, while Fig. 1~b! shows the behavior ofuC(r ;t)u2 as a
function of lattice displacementr.

We can see that the correlation provides a direct estim
of the speed with which rearrangement propagates unde
HSC exchange interaction. The well-known Bessel funct
behavior which is manifest in Fig. 1~a! shows that the ex-
pressionuC(r ;t)u25Jr

2(t) for the probability that the excita
tion has traveled a distance ofr sites is very small untilt
'r or t'r /g, after which it grows rapidly to its maximum
Thus, the intrinsic propagation speed is seen to beg sites per
unit time, as might have been expected. We also note tha
addition to the position-independent global phasee2 i t, the
single-excitation migration function~10! has a position-
dependent phaseeipr /2. Therefore we can interpret the ou
come of exciting a Heisenberg spin chain by inverting
single spin as a wave of excitation propagating in both
rections along the chain from the initial site with velocityg
and with a phase which rotates byp/2 per site as it
progresses. However, the Bessel function is not non-nega
and, therefore, cannot be interpreted strictly as a modu
When Jr(t) passes through a zero, the phase atr inverts.
These effects will be important in interpreting the results
superposed excitations, since they lead to interference
tween excitation waves.
4-2
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IV. SPONTANEOUS GENERATION AND DECAY
OF ENTANGLEMENT

We can use the above results, Eq.~9! or ~10!, to see that
an initially unentangled state of the HSC evolves into
entangled one. Since the system’s one-excitation eigens
~5! are themselves entangled, this result is automaticall
consequence of the time evolution, and in this sense one
that entanglement can arise spontaneously in the HSC,
without the action of external forces.

First we illustrate the spontaneous generation of pairw
entanglement from a primitive single-excitation state. We
gin with a single flipped spin at site 1 and evaluate the a
plitude for later finding pairwise entanglement of arbitra
sites. Our notation for pairwise-entangled states will be

ucuv
6 &[

1

A2
~ uu&6uv&). ~11!

In a minimal array~only two qubits! these are obviously Bel
states.

Thus we can evaluatêcuv
1 uU(t;0)u1& and find, as an ex-

ample,

^cuv
1 uU~ t;0!u1&

5
1

A2N
(
l50

N21

e2 ivlt~ei2pl(u21)/N1ei2pl(v21)/N!,

~12!

FIG. 1. Long-chain behavior ofuC(r ;t)u2 as given in Eq.~10!,
plotted ~a! as a function oft at various positionsr and ~b! as a
function of r at various timest.
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which we approximate as

^cuv
1 uU~ t;0!u1&

→e2 i t

A2
3@eip(u21)/2Ju21~t!1eip(v21)/2Jv21~t!#

~13!

in the many-qubit limit, where the expression has been s
plified by use of the identityJ2n5(21)nJn . Clearly this is
not identically zero, and so pairwise entanglement has b
spontaneously generated. Of course, more complicated
separable states are generated also. One moral of this is
entanglement is not a conserved quantity.

Once created, entanglement between a specific pair is
namically unstable against cross talk, and the cross talk
plied by the HSC Hamiltonian causes evolution of the qu
array that is equivalent to dispersion or diffusion or decay
entanglement. Consider, for example, the evolution of
nearest-neighbor entanglementuc12

1 &. The probability
P 1(1,2;1,2) for finding the HSC qubits in the same e
tangled state at a later time is

P 1~1,2;1,2![u^c12
1 uU~ t;0!uc12

1 &u2

5U2

N (
l50

N21

cos2S pl

N De2 ivltU2

~14!

→J0
2~t!1J1

2~t!. ~15!

In Fig. 2 we compare the exact result~14! with the long-
chain limit ~15!. As expected, the long-chain approximatio
is extremely accurate until aboutt'N, when the periodicity
of the spin chain leads to the breakdown of the approxim
tion. From the asymptotics of the Bessel functions6 we see
that in the long-chain limit entanglement decays nonex
nentially as;(1/t).

In the long-chain limit the entanglement decay~15! can
easily be shown to be monotonic. This, however, is a spe
feature of the decay of the entanglement of an adjacent p
More generally, we can consider decay of entanglement
tween nonadjacent sites. The corresponding probab
P 1(u,u1r ;u,u1r ) for finding sitesu and u1r entangled
at time t given that they were perfectly (1) entangled ini-
tially, i.e., thatuc(0)&5ucuu1r

1 &, is

P 1~u,u1r ;u,u1r !5U2

N (
l50

N21

cos2S plr

N De2 ivltU2

→uJ0~t!1eipr /2Jr~t!u2. ~16!

For (2) entanglement, i.e., whenuc(0)&5ucuu1r
2 &, we

find that

P 2~u,u1r ;u,u1r !5U2

N (
l50

N21

sin2S plr

N De2 ivltU2

→uJ0~t!2eipr /2Jr~t!u2. ~17!
4-3
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The effect of separation between sites~as measured byr ) on
entanglement decay is shown in Fig. 3. We see that eve
the long-chain limit, the decay of entanglement betwee
nonadjacent pair is punctuated by partial revivals. We a

FIG. 2. Comparison of the exact@solid line, from Eq.~14!# and
the long-chain@dashed line, from Eq.~15!# results for entanglemen
decay for~a! N510, ~b! N520, and~c! N530.

FIG. 3. Long-chain behavior ofP 1(1,11r ;1,11r ) and
P 2(1,11r ;1,11r ) as given in Eqs.~16! and ~17!, plotted as a
function of t: ~a! P 1(1,11;1,11), ~b! P 2(1,11;1,11), ~c!
P 1(1,21;1,21), and~d! P 2(1,21;1,21).
19531
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note that for (1) entanglement, there is a particularly prom
nent revival att'r , while there is a corresponding minimum
for (2) entanglement.

The result above might be surprising, as it shows th
(1)-entangled states and (2)-entangled states can behav
quite differently in the HSC. From Eqs.~16! and~17! we see
that

r odd: P 6~u,u1r ;u,u1r !→J0
2~t!1Jr

2~t!, ~18!

r even: P 6~u,u1r ;u,u1r !→J0
2~t!1Jr

2~t!

62~21!r /2J0~t!Jr~t!. ~19!

Recall that in Eq.~19!, the 6 corresponds to the sign in
ucuu1r

6 &. As another example of the importance of entang
ment parity, we observe that whenr is even,P 1 exhibits the
expected;(1/t) asymptotic decay, but destructive interfe
ence causesP 2 to decay much more rapidly, as shown
Fig. 4. This effect arises from the phase carried by the pro
gating excitation that results from inverting a spin. An initi
state ucuv

1 & results in two propagating waves of excitatio
one originating atu and one atv, differing in phase by
eip(v2u)/2, while an initial stateucuv

2 & results in two similar
waves, but differing in phase byeip(v2u)/21 ip. In this case,
when r[v2u is odd, the phases are always in quadratu
and henceP 6 is just the square of the hypotenuse of a rig
triangle whose sides have lengthsuJ0u and uJr u. The phases
remain in quadrature even when one or both Bessel functi
(J0 or Jr) pass through a zero and change sign. One the o
hand, whenr is even, the phases are parallel or antiparal
depending on the choice of the initial phase~the6 in ucuv

6 &),
the displacementr, and the signs of the Bessel function
which of course change with time. However, the result
these three factors is rather simple, as can be seen wi
little asymptotic analysis. Using the standard relatio6

Jn(t);A2/(pt)cos(t2pn/22p/4), we obtain, whenr is
even,

P 6;
2~262!

pt
cos2S t2

p

4 D . ~20!

FIG. 4. Long-chain behavior of ~a! P 1(1,3;1,3), ~b!
P 2(1,3;1,3),~c! P 1(1,11;1,11), and~d! P 2(1,11;1,11), as given
in Eqs.~16! and ~17!, plotted as a function oft.
4-4
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QUBIT CROSS TALK AND ENTANGLEMENT DECAY PHYSICAL REVIEW B64 195314
This clearly illustrates the destructive interference that
curs for P 2. Thus qubit cross talk is sensitive to phase.
similar analysis explains the occurrence of maxima forP 1

and minima forP 2 at r't in Fig. 3.
Thus the HSC exhibits a deterministic form of decoh

ence. Schemes for the teleportation of quantum states2 and
for quantum cryptography3 commonly utilize an entangled
qubit pair shared between two parties, referred to as A
and Bob. Equations~16! and ~17! represent a limitation on
the ability of Alice and Bob to store pairwise qubit entang
ment in the presence of exchange interactions. The deca
pairwise entanglement is, however, only one manifestatio
this decoherence. As we will see, the evolution of a pairw
entangled state creates creates a propagating wave o
tanglement on the Heisenberg spin chain, but the same
namical evolution that propagates pairwise entanglem
also attenuates the entanglement, and so decoherence
fect competes with propagation.

V. GUIDING ENTANGLEMENT

Suppose we invert our viewpoint and think of cross ta
as a control mechanism to be used to generate entangle
between a specific pair~say,u andv) at a given time. Then
an initial state such asum& is not optimal. We should instea
select U(0;t)ucuv

6 &, which is just the desired state prop
gated back to the initial time. But in general this state
highly nonlocal, involving all the spins on the chain. Su
pose that we can manipulate only a few spins of the chain
what extent can we create the desired entangled state,
ing from a local entangled state?

For example, perhaps the the qubits at sites 1 and 2
addressable~say by a laser! so that we may set their initia
state, while the remainder of the spin chain remains un
cited. If we maximally entangle them, so thatuc(0)&
5uc12

1 &, we find that at a later time the probabilit
P 1(u,v;1,2) for finding pairwise (1) entanglement be
tweenany sitesu andv is

P 1~u,v;1,2![u^cuv
1 uU~ t;0!uc12

1 &u2

5U 1

2N (
l50

N21

~ei2p(u21)l/N1ei2p(u22)l/N

1ei2p(v21)l/N1ei2p(v22)l/N!e2 ivltU2

→ 1

4
u i (u21)Ju21~t!1 i (u22)Ju22~t!

1 i (v21)Jv21~t!1 i (v22)Jv22~t!u2. ~21!

One way to monitor the evolution of entanglement is
study how adjacent pairs elsewhere on the spin chain bec
entangled as a function of their displacementr from the
original pair. The probability for this isP 1(u,u11;1,2),
which is illustrated in Fig. 5:
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P 1~u,u11;1,2![u^cuu11
1 uU~ t;0!uc12

1 &u2

5U 1

2N (
l50

N21

~2ei2p(u21)l/N1ei2p(u22)l/N

1ei2pul/N!e2 ivltU2

~22!

→ 1

4
uJu~t!22iJu21~t!2Ju22~t!u2.

~23!

We see that, in effect, cross talk causes pairwise entan
ment to propagate along the spin chain. The decoherence
qubit cross talk also induces manifests itself in the grad
loss of amplitude of the entanglement signal, but the pu
itself propagates essentially without broadening. This rep
sents a mechanism by which entanglement generated
tween two qubits can be transferred to a remote pair of
bits, where it might be recovered by, for example,
projection measurement on the spin chain. We might think
the source qubits, 1 and 2 in this example, as being c
trolled by one person—say, the famous cryptograp
Alice—and the target qubitsu andu11 being owned by her
cohort Bob. ThenP 1(u,u11;1,2) is simply the probability
that Alice transfers the entanglement to Bob successfu

FIG. 5. ~a! Exact behavior ofP 1(u,u11;1,2) as given in Eq.
~22! for N531 plotted as a function ofu and t. ~b! Long-chain
behavior ofP 1(u,u11;1,2) as given in Eq.~23! plotted as a func-
tion of u andt.
4-5
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This probability can be optimized by a felicitous choice
position for Bob’s qubit pair. While in the long-chain lim
Bob simply wants his qubits to be as near Alice’s as possi
for a finite chain there is a particularly prominent reviv
when the counterpropagating pulses reach the opposite
of the closed chain. If 1 and 2 are the initially entangled p
then sitesN/211 andN/212 experience a sudden burst
entanglement probability aroundt5N/2, as illustrated in
Fig. 6~a!. For comparison, the adjacent pairN/2 and N/2
11 @shown in Fig. 6~b!# experiences a much more mode
increase in entanglement. This height of this burst is dep
dent on the length of the chain; it also depends on the pa
of N and on the sign@(1) or (2)# of the entanglement
These effects can be accounted for by considering the p
relations between the propagating waves, as was done
entanglement decay above.

Given an initial state such asuc12
1 &, cross talk causes th

qubit at site 1 to become entangled with remote qubits e
as its entanglement with qubit 2 decays. The probabi
P 1(1,v;1,2) measures the extent to which entanglement
tween sites 1 and 2 has been shifted to entanglement
tween sites 1 andv:

FIG. 6. ~a! ‘‘Burst’’ of entanglement aroundt518 between sites
17 and 18 on anN532 spin chain, from Eq.~22!. ~b! This burst is
not present between other pairs of sites, such as 16 and 17~illus-
trated here! on the same (N532) chain.
on

g
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P 1~1,v;1,2![u^c1v
1 uU~ t;0!uc12

1 &u2

5U 1

2N (
l50

N21

~11e2 i2pl/N1ei2p(v21)l/N

1ei2p(v22)l/N!e2 ivltU2

~24!

→ 1

4
uJ0~t!1 iJ1~t!1 i (v21)Jv21~t!

1 i (v22)Jv22~t!u2. ~25!

While Eqs. ~22! describes the probability of transferring
pairwise entangled state to a remote pair of qubits, Eq.~24!
describes the probability of distributing entanglement, so t
Alice retains one member of the entangled pair while B
receives the other. Such distributed entanglement is the
to quantum teleportation2 and to some3 forms of quantum
cryptography. InitiallyP 1(1,v;1,2) is always 1/4. This tran
sient entanglement dies away quickly, leaving a propaga
pulse, which represents the probability that Alice’s qubit
and Bob’s qubit 2 are entangled.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have examined the consequences of nearest-neig
cross talk in a linear qubit array, using the Heisenberg s
chain as the context for illustration and calculations, but
cusing only on the lowest excitations possible within t
chain. Several consequences have been noted, includin
spontaneous generation of entanglement as well as the s
ing differences in evolution of initially symmetric and ant
symmetric entanglement pairings. Specific examples w
given of the evolution of pairwise entanglement within t
single-excitation subspace. When the qubit array is su
ciently long for the ends to be remote, elementary formu
were obtained for propagation of entanglement, and a s
cific expression was obtained for the propagation veloc
Decohering effects due to nearest-neighbor exchange w
found to be subexponential in their temporal behavior. T
possibility of tailoring entanglement packets was point
out. Examination of higher-order qubit entanglements will
reported elsewhere.
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